Introduction:
EUROMAP means European Plastics and Rubber Machinery.
With this definition, a consortium of machine manufacturers has identified products that can be used in the various applications.
There are different versions. Version 67 is shown here as an example. Further information on approved components can be sent on request.

Application
Weidmüller offers connectors for this area:
- Connectors for EUROMAP 67: Electrical interface between injection moulding machine and handling device/robot
The design for these connectors can be seen in the illustration on the right.

Europe 67 approved design
Plug on handling device

Connector for the opposite side

The connectors approved for this application are listed below.
- Housing not specified with regard to overall height and cable outlet.
- Contact type not specified with regard to material.

Contact:
Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstr. 26
32758 Detmold
Tel: 05231 14 29 0
E-mail address for technical questions: support_hdc@weidmueller.com
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